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Abstract. Determining the cause of a particular event has been a case of
study for several researchers over the years. Finding out why an event happens
(its cause) means that, for example, if we remove the cause from the equation,
we can stop the effect from happening or if we replicate it, we can create the
subsequent effect. Causality can be seen as a mean of predicting the future,
based on information about past events, and with that, prevent or alter future
outcomes. This temporal notion of past and future is often one of the critical
points in discovering the causes of a given event. The purpose of this survey is
to present a cross-sectional view of causal discovery domain, with an emphasis
in the machine learning/data mining area.

1. Introduction. The search for causal relationships between events has been a
case of study for several researchers through the centuries. From its beginning
in philosophy, going through physics and celestial mechanics, mankind has always
been interested in understanding and explaining their surroundings. More recently,
the definition of causality went from a purely philosophical term to a concept in
statistics, machine learning and data mining.
Regarding these two lasts fields (machine learning and data mining), we have
the definition of causal discovery, as the study of the possible cause-and-effect relationships in data. With that in mind, we can say that the focal point in the
investigation of the causal relationships is in their observation, meaning that, to
discover potential causal relationships, it is necessary to observe them first. Ideally,
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these observations are performed in a controlled environment, and through exhaustive testing, so that we can isolate the desired behaviours (these type of experiments
are called randomised controlled experiments or RCE). Unfortunately, this is not
always possible, either because it is impossible to follow a particular action during
the necessary time for it to happen, or because it is not ethical or even prohibited.
In these cases, we have to deal with the available information and draw conclusions
from it. In such cases, authors advocate using observational data over RCE data
[93], since it is a less expensive method for collecting data.
These causal relationships can be found through several methods, with the most
commonly used algorithms being the Bayesian networks [69]. However, there are
exceptions: recently, several authors adapted well-known machine learning methods,
such as Decision Trees, (among others), into causal discovery methods (some of these
methods will be presented in more detail in the next sections).
The application of causality to the data mining and machine learning domain
is not as trivial as it may seem since it is necessary to distinguish between cause
and correlation. This distinction is so important that there is even a very famous
sentence in statistics and that it is assumed to be an absolute truth. This sentence
is: “correlation is not causation”. Correlation is not the same as causation
because, although there might be a causal relationship when there is a strong correlation between events, the fact that two events happen sequentially and always
together does not mean that they have a cause-effect relationship. Mere correlation
does not give us enough information about the occurrence of the events. There
are several reasons why these correlations are similar to causality: omitted data,
links that go against established rules are some of them. Nevertheless, the fact that
there is a correlation between two events may give clues about the true relationship
between these events. The opposite idea (where there is causality exists correlation)
is not necessarily correct either since there are cases in which, although there is a
clear causal relationship between two events, there is no evidence that there is a
correlation. This is the case of the Simpson Paradox [11]. This paradox is a phenomenon in which the relation cause-effect can disappear or be inverted depending
on whether the data is studied as a whole or divided (for example, separate the data
by gender and study it separately). There are essentially two ways to deal with this
paradox: proving that the causal relationship is wrong or by denying the premise
that the standard probability calculus governs this relationship.
Related with this topic, we have the Causal Decision Theory [98]. This theory
uses the expected utility of every option available in a given decision problem so
that it is possible to recommend an option with the maximum utility. This theory
also interconnects with game theory. It supports the game theory in the interactive
solutions made, by identifying rational options in those problems, thus serving as
distinguisher to those methods [92].
The areas of application for causal discovery are immense, from its use in climate
research to business and biomedical, among many other areas. For example, in the
medical field, this type of causal analysis is quite relevant in the diagnosis of certain
diseases. If a patient has a set of symptoms (for example, a sudden increase of
creatinine1 ), and we can prove that this specific combination of symptoms is caused
by a disease B and only by this disease we can infer that the patient has the disease
B (this increase in the creatinine could mean kidney problems).
1 “a crystalline end product of creatine metabolism, C H N O, occurring in urine, muscle, and
4 7
3
blood.”http://www.dictionary.com/browse/creatinine
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1.1. Previous Reviews and Contributions. Over the years several survey studies in causal discovery have been published. In Table 1, a summary of some of these
studies is presented.
Table 1. Survey studies overview
Survey Title
Review of Causal
Discovery Methods
Based on
Graphical Models
A Review on
Algorithms for
Constraint-based
Causal Discovery
A review of causal
inference for
biomedical informatics
Causal discovery
and inference:
concepts and recent
methodological
advances
A Survey of Learning
Causality with Data:
Problems and Methods
Causality and
Statistical Learning
Machine learning for
causal inference
in Biostatistics
Causal Interpretability
for Machine Learning Problems, Methods and
Evaluation
*

Reference

Causal Bayesian Networks
ConstraintBased BN

ScoreBases BN

NonCausal
bayesian
discovery
methods over Time

Reference

Assumptions

[30]

3

3

3

[104]

3

3

3

[50]

3

3

3

[89]

3

3

3

[34]

3

3

[27]

3

[79]

3

[65]

3

3

3

3

Causal
discovery
in statistics

Tools/Framework
s for causal
discovery

3

3

3

3

3

3

Evaluation
Metrics

Possible
Applications

3

3

3
3
3

3*

metrics to measure how explainable an algorithm is

One of the most recent overviews about the topic is the survey presented by Glymour et al. [30]. Here, the authors focus on the discussion of the most known causal
discovery algorithms (PC, FCI, GES, among others) and their usage in biological
data.
Another survey related to the subject is the work of Yun et al. [104], in which the
authors discuss in detail several constraint-based causal discovery algorithms (both
global and local discovery). Besides this, the authors also present several metrics
to evaluate graphical causal models (as it is possible to see in Table 1 this survey
is the only one that provides evaluation metrics).
Finally, in the work of Moraffah et al. [65], a slightly different perspective of
causal discovery is presented. In this paper, the authors discuss the relationship
between causal discovery and the new topic of explainability and eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) [22]. Although being a relevant topic, the subject discussed
in this paper is outside this survey’s spectrum.
This survey’s purpose is to present a cross-sectional view of the causal discovery
domain, with an emphasis in the machine learning/data mining area. This survey
emphasises Bayesian and statistical methods and approaches and new emerging
techniques, like causal association rule mining and causal algorithm that deal with
time-series data. Furthermore, this survey compiles several new evaluations metrics
proposed in the last few years.
1.2. Organisation. This survey is organised as follows: Section 2 presents an
overview of the evolution of the definition of causality; Section 3 presents Pearl’s
perspective over causal discovery; Section 4 presents the Bayesian networks, while
Section 5 presents the causal Bayesian networks; Section 6 presents other algorithms
for causal discovery; Section 7 discusses causal discovery over sequential data; Section 8 discusses other possible applications of causal discovery; Section 9 presents
existing frameworks for the application of causal related tasks, Section 10 presents
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evaluation metrics used to access the performance of causal discovery algorithms,
and finally Section 11 presents possible applications. These applications are:
• Medicine;
• Economics (and stock markets);
• Climatology;
• Causal discovery over Sequential Data.
2. The evolution of causality. The idea of causality it is not new, dating back
to the Ancient Greece, where Plato defined it as being: “everything that becomes
or changes must be so owing to some cause” [55]. This definition became the basis
on which many other philosophers would support themselves to create their ideas
of causality.
Although Plato was the one who first proposed a proper definition of causality,
it was Aristotle who studied this idea in more depth, by proposing that it should be
distinguished in four different forms: material cause, formal cause, efficient cause
and final cause [6], [25].
In the middle ages and with the rising of new ideas, the definition of causality
was also altered. For example, Aristotle’s ideas of causality were partially rejected,
keeping only two of the four forms (efficient and final cause), which were entirely
reformulated [39].
Finally, in more recent times, several philosophers proposed a more empirical
view of the definition of causality. Despite agreeing with the “empiricalisation” of
this definition, there was no consensus on the full definition: Hume [94] defended
that the idea of causal necessity was obtained by observing the conjunction of
certain events and that in the human mind this was associated with causal necessity
between events. Locke [33] and Newton [41] defended that causality does not involve
a necessary connection.
In more recent years, the definition of causality shifted from a purely philosophical concept to a more statistical one. Rubin [80] proposed a model for causal
inference for randomised and non-randomised studies. In a randomised study, the
causal effect of a treatment (cause) in a unit (object of study) is measured thought
the difference between the post-exposure response variable if the treatment (t) is
applied and the response variable if the control (c) is applied (Eq. (1)).
Yt (u) − Yc (u)

(1)

In non-randomised studies, it is not possible to measure the post-exposureresponse of both treatment and control. To overcome this, Rubin proposed that
the causal effect of a treatment should be measured as the averaged causal effect
(T) of the measured controls and treatments in the set of all units:
E(Yt − Yc ) = T

(2)

At the same time, Clive Granger created (in 1969) a statistical hypothesis test
(Granger causality test) [32]. In this test, Granger proposes a probabilistic model
for the discovery of causal relationships between time-series. This discovery analyses
past events since they influence present and future events.
More recently, Pearl proposed the Bayesian Networks [69]. These networks can
represent probability distributions, but, in special cases, the connections between
nodes can also represent causal relationships [66]. This theory of causality that
can be represented through a probability is defended by Pearl and other authors,
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such as Peter Spirtes, Clark Glymour, among others, including Clive Granger [49]
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Overview of the evolution of the term “causality” and
the main contributors [48]

3. Causal discovery in machine learning (Pearl’s perspective). Causal inference is the process in which we compare the potential outcomes (also called
counterfactuals) of an event, in which we have different conditions, but the same
variables (for example, a patient with a disease takes a drug or not) [83].
We can look at this idea in two different ways [70]:
• From an observational perspective, in which we formulate the interaction of
events A and B as a conditional probability P (A|B), and where P (A = a|B =
b) signifies that we want to find the probability of A = a that is conditioned
by B = b;
• From an interventional perspective, in which we formulate the interaction
between the events A and B as P (A = a|do(B = b))2 that represents the
probability of A if we set B as b. This means that to find A’s probability, we
set B with a specific value, but maintain the rest of the system the same.
These two approaches are usually applied in different situations. For example, if
the objective is to study how the system interacts naturally and make a diagnosis
about it, the observational approach is usually the one applied. If the goal is to
actively intervene in the system (for example if we make a patient take a drug what
the outcome is), the interventional approach should be applied.
The application of probabilistic theories to causal models is canon in several
areas, such as economics, epidemiology, sociology and psychology. In these areas,
more critical than finding causal relationships is to discover the probability of the
relationship, i.e. the degree of belief that an event caused another [29, 82].
4. The beginning: Bayesian networks. In order to understand some of the
methods presented in this survey, several concepts need to be comprehended. These
concepts will be presented in this section.
In 1985, Judea Pearl proposed a new probabilistic graphical model: the Bayesian
Networks [69]. These networks are graphical representations of probabilistic dependencies, called conditional dependences. This representation is done through
2 the notation do, was first introduced by Judea Pearl to represent the active intervention of an
outside entity in the system [68]
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directed acyclic graphs (DAG): graphs that have no directed cycles, meaning that
it is not possible to start on a node and return to this same node in a sequence
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Example of a DAG
In these kinds of models, each node represents a variable, and the edges represent
dependencies between them (for example, in Figure 2 node 4 depends on nodes 2
and 3). These dependencies can be expressed as joint probability distributions and
can be obtained by Eq.(3) [66].
Y
P (x1 , ..., xn ) =
P (xi |pai )
(3)
i

In Eq (3), xi represents the node and pai represents its ancestors. We can take Figure 2 as an example: the conditional probability of node 2 and 3 is given by P (2|1)
and P (3|1), and node four is given by P (4|2, 3) since node 4 has two ancestors.
In order to develop and understand these kinds of models, certain assumptions
must be fulfilled (in general). These assumptions are [104]: Markov condition
and Faithfulness.
The first assumption (Markov Condition) states that “a directed acyclic graph
G over V and a probability distribution P(V) satisfy the Markov condition if and
only if for every W in V, W is independent of V\(Descendants(W) ∪ Parents(W))
given Parents(W)” [91], implying that any two unconnected nodes in a graph are
independent of each other, given all their intermediate nodes. This assumption is
a particular case or another concept: d-separation. This concept defines that three
disjoint nodes must be such that one blocks all paths between the other two nodes.
The second assumption (Faithfulness) is related with the Markov Condition: “If
we have a joint probability distribution P of the random variables in some set V
and a DAG G =(V,E), (G,P) satisfies the faithfulness condition if, G entails all
and only conditional independencies in P.”[66]. This concept defines that if two
variables are probabilistically dependent, there must be an edge connecting those
variables.
In the combination of these two assumptions, it is possible to relate the conditional dependences given by the probabilities with the edges that represent the
causal relationships between the variables. Due to these assumptions, these kinds
of models can be interpreted in different ways [18]:
• In a probabilistic way, where the relationships are represented with probabilistic conditional independence. This signifies that, for example A ⊥⊥ C|B 3
can be expressed as A ← B → C, A ← B ← C and A → B → C (X ← Y
3A

is conditional independent from C, given B
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meaning Y depends of X), since these are all equivalent, in the sense that
all these graphs represent the same underlying independencies A and C are
conditionally independent given B );
• In a causal way, where the connection between two nodes represents a causal
relationship, and for this reason, a change in the direction of the relationship
represents a completely different action. For example, A ⊥⊥ C|B, that signifies
that B is a common cause of both A and C can only be expressed as A ←
B → C, since A and C are only causally related due to existence of B, and
because of that the DAGs A ← B ← C and A → B → C are not equivalent.
Although there is a clear difference between probabilistic Bayesian networks and
causal Bayesian networks, there are cases in which a model may fall in both categories. Moreover, it is also possible to see causal Bayesian networks as a particular
case of Bayesian networks.
5. Bayesian networks based causal discovery algorithms. A particular case
of the Bayesian Networks is the Causal Bayesian Networks. In these Bayesian Networks, the nodes represent the studied variables and the edges the causal relationships between them (instead of mere correlation). In these graphs, the directionality
of the edges represents the direction of the causal relationship, i.e. in a causal graph
a relationship X → Y means that X causes Y.
As in the case of probabilistic Bayesian Networks, certain assumptions must
be accomplished4 . Some of these assumptions are common to normal Bayesian
networks, but others are specific for causal networks. These assumptions are:
Causal sufficiency, Causal Markov condition, Faithfulness and Independency tests.
The first assumption (Causal Sufficiency) states that “for every pair of variables
which have their observed values in a given data set, all their common causes also
have observations in the data set”[56], [91]. This condition defines that a pair is
causally sufficient if all the common causes of a pair of variables are measured, meaning that there are no hidden causes. Although most of the causal discovery relies
on this condition, it cannot be satisfied in all cases. In these situations, some techniques can create causal structures without relying on causal sufficiency, through
the assumption of linearity and the existence of latent variables. Nevertheless, how
can we assure the causal sufficiency condition? If the data is obtained in a closed
system, one can justify that there are no latent variables.
The second assumption (Causal Markov Condition) is a particular case of the
Markov Condition: “a directed acyclic graph G over V and a probability distribution
P(V) satisfy the Markov condition if and only if for every W in V, W is independent
of V\(Descendants(W) ∪ Parents(W)) given Parents(W)”[91]. This condition is
almost always fulfilled in causal graphs where there are no common hidden causes
(if the causal sufficiency assumption is fulfilled).
The last condition (independence tests) is satisfied when the correct independence
test is used (i.e. applying tests to discrete data in discrete variables and tests to
continuous data in continuous variables) and if the test has a reliable result. The
most common used independency tests are: G2 test (used for discrete variables) [2],
mutual information (also used for discrete variables)[101] and Fisher’s test (used
for continuous variables) [71].
4 as it will be explained later in this document, certain algorithms can circumvent these
assumptions
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If all these assumptions are fulfilled, we can start applying an algorithm. Typically, a causal discovery algorithm has three steps that are applied [104]: the
creation of a skeleton that connects the variables with undirected edges, search for
v-structures (X → Y ← Z) and orientation of all the possible edges.
In the first step (creation of a skeleton that connects the variables with undirected
edges), two different approaches can be applied depending on the situation. The
first approach (global approach) builds an undirected graph with all the variables,
through the application of independence tests. Typically the algorithm starts with
all variables connected through undirected edges. In each iteration, the algorithm
removes some of these edges through independence tests (first tests on all variables
with one conditional variable, then two conditional variables, etc.). For the second
approach, called the local approach, the algorithm searches these skeletons locally
for one or more variables. Usually, the selected nodes are adjacent nodes or Markov
Blanket5 of the variables. Next, the algorithm aggregates all local skeletons into
a global skeleton [63]. The first approach is usually used in relatively small data
sets (number of variables) and the second one when we have data sets with a large
number of variables.
In the second step (search for v-structures), the objective is to find connections
that can be transformed into something similar to Figure 3. To have a v-structure,
there has to be a triple of nodes such that there are two connections of type X →
Y and Z → Y and that there is no connection between X and Z. If this proposition
holds, we can direct the edges as we see in Figure 3. This process of finding vstructures is done through what is called d-separation.

Figure 3. Example of a v-structure
Finally, in the third step, we orient the remaining undirected edges. This orientation is done in three different forms [104]:
1. By using a set of established rules (that tell the algorithm how to orient the
edges if it comes across specific patterns);
2. By using experimental data to orient the edges (by manipulating the variables
and obtaining the statistical association);
3. by using a mixture of both the previous approaches (orient the edges with the
first method and then use the second method to orient remaining undirected
edges).
It is important to note that there is a particular case of causal algorithms (local
discovery causal algorithms). In these algorithms, the first step is altered so that
the skeleton is only created around a chosen node, while the second and third step
are ignored.
5 set of variables that protects a given node from the remaining network. This protection
makes the knowledge that the node receives restricted to this shield that is constituted by the
nodes father, children and parents of the children (the so-called spouse nodes).
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This line of work may be different depending on the algorithm. It may vary from
algorithm to algorithm, depending on they being constraint-based, score-based or
another type, as will be presented in the following sections.
5.1. Constraint-based algorithms. One of the most common approaches used
to find causal relationships in data are the constraint-based algorithms. In these
types of algorithms, the purpose is to find the graphs representing precisely the
independence relationships present in the data, through hypothesis tests [61].
Some of the most common algorithms (and variants) found in the literature will
be presented in the following sections.
5.1.1. Peter-Clark (PC) algorithm. The PC algorithm a constraint-based algorithm
(and perhaps one of the best known) and was proposed by Spirtes et al. [91].
This algorithm relies on the faithfulness assumption, which means that all the
independencies in a DAG need to be under the d-separation criterion (Section 5).
This algorithm, in its initial phase, constructs a skeleton with undirected edges
and in next step, it orients these edges [1].
The first phase is, as explained in Section 5, the phase in which the skeleton of
the model is created (graph with undirected edges).
In this phase the edges between two nodes X and Y are removed if there is a set
of nodes adjacent to X (S ) that are contained in the set of all nodes adjacent to
X (except Y ) and then X and Y are conditionally independent given S (X ⊥⊥ Y |S)
[43]. Finally, the edge is removed.
In the second phase, the algorithm orients the edges by first giving direction to
all links that appear to be v-structures and then by applying a set of rules. This
set of rules together with v-structures are used to direct all possible edges to create
what is called Completed Partially Directed Acyclic Graph (CPDAG) [43].
The CPDAG is a type of DAG that is characterised by the existence of directed
and undirected edges (this is the main difference to the DAGs) and in which, as
in the case of DAGs, it is not possible to have cycles. The existence of undirected
edges signifies that equivalent DAGs may exist. These graphs have all the directed
edges equal to the original graph, with an average of two equivalent DAGs per
each undirected edge (one with to edge ← and another to edge →). With these
final steps, we create a new graph that is equivalent to the original one, where the
faithfulness is respected.
Currently, several algorithms were developed based on the PC and are considered
as modifications/increments to it. One of these algorithms is the PC-stable [16].
This algorithm is an adaption of the PC algorithm that tries to solve another
problem present in the original approach: PC is dependent on the order in which
the variables are given to the algorithm. This adaptation modifies the way that the
algorithm creates the skeleton: in each level, the nodes that should be removed, are
also saved in a queue and are only permanently removed in the next iteration. This
change causes the removal of edges to no longer affect which independency tests are
performed in the same iteration.
More recently, the MPC [96] and MRPC [5] algorithms were proposed. The
first algorithm (MPC), proposed by Tsagris [96], modifies the original orientation
rules by adding a new rule that prevents the creation of cycles (although DAGs do
not allow cycles, PC does not explicitly prevent their creation).
The second algorithm (MRPC), proposed by Badsha and Fu [5], was first used
in genetic data. This algorithm, identically to PC, has two distinct phases. In the
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first phase (skeleton phase), the algorithm searches for independences, starting with
a fully connected graph and applies the same independence tests has PC (G2 ). It
is in the second phase (orientation phase) that this algorithm differs from PC. The
MRPC rules are:
1. If the data contains genotype information and if there is an edge that contains
a genotype node6 and a non-genotype node, then the edge should be nongenotype → genotype;
2. Search for v-structures;
3. Directs the remaining undirected edges by searching for groups of three nodes
and check if the Principle of Mendelian randomisation [87] is consistent in five
basic models. If none of the models match the nodes, one of the edges remains
undirected (for example, A → B − C).
Another extension of PC is the parallel-PC [54] which is a parallel adaptation
of it. This parallelisation is done in the conditional independence tests that are
performed at each level of the algorithm. These tests are grouped and distributed
in different cores. At the end of each iteration, the results are combined, producing
faster results when compared with the PC algorithm.
Besides the global discovery approaches, there is another type of PC-based algorithms: local discovery. One example of local discovery algorithm is the PC-simple
[10]. This algorithm is similar to PC since it uses the same methods for detecting
associations and searching for the set that conditions a pair of nodes. The difference
is that it only analyses the variables that are strongly related to the selected variable
(that is, it does not analyse or create the network with the remaining variables).
This algorithm was developed to deal with high dimensional data.
The HITON-PC [3] is another constraint-based algorithm that is also based
in the PC. This algorithm is a mixture between two of the previously presented
algorithms since, like PC-stable, it modifies the way the PC creates the skeleton,
making it independent of the order. Besides, HITON-PC (like PC-simple) only
builds the graph around a variable ( target), recreating its Markov Blanket.
5.1.2. Fast Causal Inference (FCI). The FCI is another causal discovery algorithm
that can be used to find causal relations in observational data. This algorithm differs
from the previous ones (despite being also a constraint-based algorithm) because it
does not assume causal sufficiency. What this means is that this algorithm assumes
that some common causes cannot be measured in real-world data. For this reason, it
uses a Maximal Ancestral Graph (MAG) to represent causal relationships (instead of
the traditional DAG). In this model, latent variables are represented by bi-directed
edges. Thus, we have three types of connections [104]:
• ← or →, which represents that a node is a parent of another node;
• −, which represents that the nodes are neighbours;
• ↔, which represents that the nodes are spouses.
A MAG is a particular type of ancestral graph because, for each pair of non-adjacent
nodes, there is a set of nodes that separate them. Also, these types of graphs are
constructed in such a way that it is not possible to add more edges without having
to revise the independences.
6 Node

that represents genetic data
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This means that this algorithm can perform well on large data sets, even if there
are hidden variables and selection bias7 .
Like PC, FCI consists in two distinct phases: In the first phase the algorithm
searches for every conditional independence between every pair of variables to create
the skeleton of the underlying MAG (instead of DAG), and in the second phase, it
orients all the connections, to identify the direction of the edges(← / →,− or ↔)
[14].
At the beginning of this algorithm, it starts with a fully undirected graph, that
connects the observed variables. Then, it removes an edge between two variables,
if the used oracle8 states that these variables are d-separated in the subset Z of
O\{A, B} and saves this subset. In the end of this phase, Adjacencies(Q,X) is
composed by all the adjacencies of X in the graph Q. After analysing all the edges
and adjacencies from the graph, the algorithm starts orientation phase.
Like PC, FCI as had several algorithms that are modifications/increments to
it. One example is the Really Fast Causal Inference (RFCI). This algorithm
implements the same first phase as FCI, and its innovation is in the second phase:
instead of performing conditional independence tests in the subsets of POSSIBLED-STEP, it performs “additional tests before orienting v-structures and discriminating paths to ensure soundness”[17].
5.2. Score-based algorithms. Another type of causal discovery algorithms are
score-based algorithms. These algorithms differ from the previous ones because
they compare the models through some adjustment measures, such as the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC).
These kinds of algorithms are usually costly in terms of performance since they
have to score every model. Because of this, some algorithms apply a greedy approach
to restrict the number of scores calculated.
5.2.1. Greedy Equivalence Search (GES). The GES [64], [13] was proposed to create
models in data sets with a large number of variables since it does not consider all
existing patterns [66]. Instead of searching for the optimal DAG, this algorithm
chooses a node and analyses all its possible neighbours, giving them scores and
choosing as the next node, the one with the highest score, if this score improves the
overall score of the DAG [13]. This algorithm generally consists of two phases:
1. Adds dependencies to the model until it reaches a local maximum ;
2. Dependences are removed from the model. This procedure also stops in a
local maximum, which is the equivalence DAG.
In the Forward Equivalence Search (FES) phase, the algorithm adds new edges between two nodes X and Y if these nodes are non-adjacent and there is no neighbour
of Y that is not adjacent to X. In this phase, the algorithm also directs every edge
that is neighbour of Y and not adjacent to X to Y (T → Y).
Once the FES algorithm reaches a local optimum, the second phase of the GES
algorithm begins, unlike FES, which removes arcs.
7 “For each set of variables O, and each population Pop such that S=1, there is a causally
sufficient set of variables V such that O ∪ S ⊆ V and for all A, B, C ⊆ O, I(A,(C ∪ (S=1),B)
in Pop if and only if the causal DAG G(O,S,L) relative to V in Pop entails that I(A,(C ∪ (S=
1),B) in Pop”[90]
8 “procedure that responds with the correct answer to any query about the independence or
conditional independence of variables represented by observed nodes in a network”[31].
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In the Backward Equivalence Search (BES) phase, the best link is removed in
each iteration with the following criteria: it deletes every edge of type X - Y or X
→ Y if there is a subset of neighbours of Y adjacent to X. Besides, the algorithm
transforms all edges H - Y (subset of neighbours of Y adjacent to X) to H → Y and
all edges X - H for X → H.
Like the other presented algorithms, GES has had some variations proposed over
the years. One example is the Greedy Interventional Equivalence Search
(GIES) [37], in which, besides the FES and BES phases, there is a third phase
called the Turning Step.
In this turning phase, the algorithm elongates the DAG sequence, gradually
moving away from the original graph without losing edges or creating new ones so
that the previous graph could be reconstructed by only changing one arrow. This
phase was added with the intent to enhance estimation.
Another algorithm proposed as an enhancement of the GES algorithm is the Fast
Greedy Equivalence Search (FGS) [76]. This algorithm uses parallelisation to
optimise the original GES and applies a limited faithfulness assumption. To make
the algorithm even faster, it can allow the graph to ignore the Markov factorisation.
6. Other causal discovery algorithms. Although the approaches presented above
are the most used, other approaches escape these categories of algorithms. The
approaches that will be presented in the next sections alter algorithms that traditionally do not represent causality so that it is possible to represent it, also trying
to face possible existing flaws.
6.1. Causal neural networks. The causal neural networks [100] are an algorithm
that adapts a non-causal algorithm to make causal discovery. In this algorithm,
an alteration to the feedforward neural network is proposed, to be more like a
Bayesian Network to represent causal relationships. The Causal Neural Networks
are structured to represent the input variables as output and vice-versa. Hence,
it is possible to represent causes in the input layer and effects in the output layer
(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Example of a Causal Neural Network with one hidden
layer [100]
The algorithm splits the input and output features between input and output
layers (FI and FO in Figure 4) with the aid of genetic algorithms, thus creating an
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optimal causal structure. To deal with hidden variables, the algorithm applies a
second method, called forward-backward propagation that mixes the forward propagation theory with the backpropagation theory from Rumelhart et al. [81]. In this
sub-algorithm, the input features are inserted in the FI and the FO’s output layers.
The unknown features of the input features are inserted in the TI and have as initial value their mean-bias. The output unknown features are inferred by applying
a forward propagation (this step is repeated until a termination condition is met),
and all the values are updated using backward propagation.
6.2. Causal association rules discovery. The Causal Association Rules Discovery algorithms are association rules algorithms in where it is used some test to do
causal discovery [58]. This type of approach has the advantage that, in large data
sets, we can create causal hypotheses when using association rules, which are no
more than candidates for causal relationships. Also, it has the advantage that the
associations’ left-hand side can be a combination of several variables, which helps
in combined cause avoidance (multiple variables influence a single effect).
Within this type of algorithm, causal relations can be obtained in several ways.
One is through partial associations (Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test), which is applied by the CR-PA algorithm [42].
This algorithm starts by searching for frequent itemsets and saves the identified
variables (those which to frequent itemsets). After this, the algorithm applies the
χ2 as independence test and it defines that two variables are associated if the value
resulting from the test is equal and greater to its critical value, with significance
level α. To the variables by χ2 is then applied the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test
(Eq.(4)).
Pr
21k n12k
| − 12 )2
(| k=1 n11k n22kn−n
..k
P
(4)
CM H(A, B) =
r
n1.k n2.k n.1k n.2k
k=1

n2..k (n..k −1)

In the previous equation, the values n represent the cells of contingency tables
identical to Table 2, being that n11k represents the first cell in the first row of table
k, n12k the second cell in the first row, n21k the first cell in the second row and n22k
the second cell in the second row. n1.k , n2.k , n.1k , n.2k and n..k represent the sum of
the cells in the first row, second row, first column, second column and all the cells of
a table k (Table 2), respectively. Another way to find causal relationships is through
Table 2. Example of a partial contingency table (in where ck =
{A = a1, B = b1})
ck = {A, B}
D = d1
D = d2
Total

C = c1
n11k
n21k
n.1k

C = c2
n12k
n22k
n.2k

Total
n1.k
n2.k
n..k

retrospective cohort studies (odds ratio), applied by the CR-CS algorithm [57]. This
algorithm selects two types of samples (without knowing its response): exposure
samples and control samples. With this data, the algorithm tries to match the two
samples, so that the distribution of the control variables of the two groups are as
similar as possible. This is done by creating a fair data set (data set containing only
matched records), which simulates a cohort study and then matching the records
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in such way that the exposure records are only matched with the control records
(this matching can be exact, or it may be necessary to apply similarity measures,
such as the Euclidean distance or the Jaccard distance).
Like the CR-PA, the CR-CS applies a partial association test to discover causal
relationships. Instead of using the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test, it uses odd ratio,
since it is widely used in retrospective cohort studies [26]. This algorithm defines
the association between two variables as being true if the minimum support of the
association is greater than the threshold and if the odds ratio (Eq. (5)) of the
association is greater than the minimum odds ratio.
ORD (x → z) =

n11 ∗ n22
n12 ∗ n21

(5)

6.3. Causal decision trees. The Causal Decision Tree [56] ins an algorithm that
uses traditional Decision Tree algorithm and alters it. Hence, it is possible to
represent causal relationships between the nodes (non-leaf nodes represent causal
attributes, leaves represent the outcome’s values, and the edges represent the assignment of the value attribute). It does that by applying the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel
test [62] for partial association for binary outcomes [7] with one degree of freedom
to evaluate the causal effect of the variables (Eq. (4); this is the same independence
test used in CR-PA, in Section 6.2). If the null hypothesis that Q and Y are independent (CM H(Q, Y ) ≥ x2α , being α the significance level) is rejected then the
partial association of Q and Y is significant (the two variable are causally related).
The authors give a more specific definition: “In a causal decision tree, a non-leaf
node Q represents a context-specific causal relationship between Q and the outcome
Y where the context is a series of value assignments of the attributes along the path
from the root and to the parent of Q. A leaf node represents a value assignment of
Y, which is the most probable value of Y in the context-specific data set where the
context is a series of value assignments of the attributes along the path from the
root to the leaf”[56].

Figure 5. Example of a Causal Decision Tree [56] and comparison
with a normal Decision Tree
In short, it is possible to represent causality in decision trees, as we can see in
Figure 5, which represents the causal relationship between the income of a person,
taking into account their age, education, gender and profession. In this figure, it
is also possible to see the equivalent Decision Tree. By analysing this tree, we can
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conclude that in the traditional Decision Tree, more splits are needed to determine
what a person’s income is 0.
7. Causal discovery over time. Until now, all the algorithms presented do not
take into account the temporal component of data. Although this aspect of causal
relationships is often overlooked (often because it is simply not available), it impacts
how causality is viewed.
When two events are causally related, they are separated by a certain period,
with the cause occurring first and the effect second. Nevertheless, this temporal
spacing can also lead to false relationships. If two events happen sequentially by
mere coincidence, assuming this temporal precedence can lead us to identify these
events as causal when they are not.
Although time can be critical to causal discovery, it is not a crucial variable. It
can be considered background knowledge that can be used as extra information to
direct a causal relationship, thus not being necessary [61], [34].
Nevertheless, time (when available) continues to be very important, since it helps
on the identification of correlations with the potential to be causal relationships.
As it was explained previously, Bayesian networks are the representation of conditional probabilities, which do not take time into account. However, this temporal
component can be used in these networks as a constraint [46].
Although time is not required for creating causal models, there is one important
definition that is used instead: causal ordering (“fixing a particular time scale and
considering only causes happening at time t and effects happening at time t + δt,
where δt can be made as small as we want”[36]).
Bayesian networks may not have been designed to handle time. However, some
strategies can be applied to analyse temporal data. These strategies are [30]:
1. Handle the data in ”windows”, i.e., partition the data in parts and take measurements from each window;
2. Estimate the number of lagged effects and deal with the measurements independently, using the lags as data analysis units;
3. Treat each measurement independently of all the other measurements;
4. Finally, there is a method that applies vector auto-regression (also called
Granger Causality), that can be applied.
Although causal discovery (using causal Bayesian networks) in time-series is a relatively new area, several algorithms are already available, some of which are going
to be presented in the next sections.
7.1. DOCL. The Dynamic Online Causal Learning (DOCL) [53] is an online version of PC (presented in Section 5.1.1), meaning that it is adapted to deal with
data that has a temporal component. This algorithm, unlike PC, has three phases
instead of only two:
1. Online Covariance Matrix Estimator (OCME) module is applied;
2. Causal Model Change Detector (CMCD) module is applied;
3. Causal Model Learner (CML) module is applied;
As it is possible to understand from the phases presented previously, there are
three important modules responsible for key tasks. The Online Covariance Matrix Estimator (OCME) is the module responsible for estimating the covariance
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matrices for incoming data points. To each of these data points, a weight is attributed, such that the weight of the datapoint dr+1 is higher than the weight of the
datapoint dr .
The Causal Model Change Detector (CMCD) is the module responsible for
detecting divergences between the estimated covariance matrix and the incoming
data points. The Mahalanobis distance gives this divergence (Eq. (6); C r represents
−
the covariance matrix, X r represents the datapoint and →
µ (represents the current
estimate of the means): if there are consistently larger distances over consecutive
data points, this means that the model no longer fits the incoming data. Therefore
it is necessary to re-train the model.
−
−
Dr = (X r − →
µ )(C r )−1 (X r − →
µ )T

(6)

Finally, the module Causal Model Learner (CML) is responsible for learning
the model with the covariance matrix estimated by the OCME module. To create
this model, CML applies the PC. Besides this, the module is also responsible for
checking the CMCD module for new covariance matrices.
7.2. OFCI and FOFCI. The Online Fast Causal Inference or OFCI [51], as the
name says, is a modified version of FCI that considers time. It is important to note
that OFCI has a similar structure to DOCL presented previously, the only difference
being the causal discovery algorithm applied. This algorithm, unlike FCI, is divided
into three phases:
1. In the first phase, the algorithm starts by applying the Online Covariance
Estimator (OCME) to each data point sequentially and uses these data points
to update the covariance matrix, the sample size and the mean. To each
datapoint a sample size of one and a changeable weight are attributed (weight
of a data point is always equal or greater than the weight of the previous data
point);
2. In the second phase, the algorithm applies the Causal Model Change Detector
(CMCD) to detect changes between the current covariance matrix and the
input data. This difference (also called the fitness of the model to the data) is
given by the Mahalanobis distance [19]: if the distance is consistently larger,
over several consecutive data inputs, then the current covariance matrix does
not fit the upcoming data points. If this happens, the algorithm starts giving
a larger weight to the new data points;
3. Finally, the algorithm applies the Causal Model Learner (CML), that creates
the model from the statistics retrieved in point 1. In contrast to the algorithm
presented in Section 7.1, here CML uses FCI instead of PC.
A similar method to OFCI is FOFCI (Fast Online Fast Causal Inference) [51]. This
algorithm was proposed to be a faster version of the first one since it applies RFCI
(Section 5.1.2) instead of FCI in CML.
7.3. Granger causality. One of the most known algorithms to deal with causal
temporal data is the Granger causality, proposed by Clive Granger. Norbert Wiener
first proposed this way of inferring causality. He theorised that a variable could be
considered the cause of a second variable if it is possible to predict the second using
past information from the first one [99]. Granger took this idea and from it created
a practical method to find causality in the financial domain, more specifically in the
stock returns.
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The main idea behind this test is that, if we have two distinct variables A and
B in a time-series, we can predict more accurately the first variable value in the
future (At+1 ) if we use the past values of both A and B, than if we only use data
from A (if A can be predicted by both A and B, we can say that B G-causes A) [9].
Initially, the Granger test was proposed to calculate one variable’s influence on
another (bivariate approach) [32]. The bivariate Granger causality is similar to
correlation, despite the measures not being symmetric. Mathematically speaking,
it can be formalised as a linear regression, in which the previous observations of
a cause variable and an effect variable are added, as it is possible to see in the
following equations (Eq. (7)) [32]:
Xt =
Yt =

m
X
j=1
m
X

aj Xt−j +
cj Xt−j +

m
X
j=1
m
X

bj Yt−j + εt ,
(7)
dj Yt−j + ηt

j=1

j=1

In these equations m represents the model order or the maximum number of prior
observation to be used, a, b, c and d are the contributions of each delayed observation of the predicted values Xt and Yt and ε and η are the residual errors
[32].
Besides the bivariate approach, other approaches involve three or more variables.
When we want to evaluate the causal relations of exactly three variables, it is possible to apply the Conditional Granger Causality [20]. This approach was designed to
analyse situations in which two variables may have a relationship in which a third
is intermediate of this relation (i.e. X → Y → Z).
In terms of procedure, we first apply the bivariate Granger test between the cause
variable and the assumed conditional variable, and secondly, we apply the conditional Granger Causality equations. These equations are similar to the bivariate
approach with the difference that a third variable is added to each Eq. (8):
Xt =
Yt =
Zt =

∞
X

aj X t - j +

∞
X

bj y t - j + εt +

∞
X

cj Z t - j + εt ,

j=1
∞
X

j=1
∞
X

j=1
∞
X

j=1
∞
X

j=1
∞
X

j=1
∞
X

dj X t - j +

j=1

gj X t - j +

ej Y t - j + η t +

j=1

hj Y t - j + η t +

f j Z t - j + εt ,

(8)

i j Z t - j + εt ,

j=1

Finally, we have the multivariate approach in which we extend the bivariate approach to be used with more than three variables. In this multivariate approach, the
variables (X, Y, etc.) are predicted by extending the conditional Granger Causality
model presented previously to n variables (i.e. we create n new equations with n
variables).
Both the Conditional Granger Causality approach and the multivariate approach
have the advantage of not being necessary to carry out the bivariate analysis on
each pair of variables[20], [86].
This kind of approach to find causation has its limitations. One of them is
the fact that the bivariate Granger causality gives only information about linear
features. Besides this, another limitation is that the variables must be stationary.
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Finally, this kind of approach is very dependent on the observations that we are
dealing with.
In short, we cannot say with certainty that there is a causal relationship between
two events, although, in some situations, we are close to it [86].
8. Other applications. In addition to the traditional application of the causal
discovery algorithms, causality can be applied to other types of problems such as
feature selection.
The majority of feature selection algorithms focus on studying how the variables
are related through correlation or gain of information, among others, to select them.
However, these algorithms do not exploit the possible cause-effect relationships that
may exist between these variables, and that could be relevant to the problem.
The application of causality to the selection of features has several advantages.
Firstly, it can help in the models’ construction since the relationships’ mechanics’
interpretation is improved. The application of causality may also improve the way
we group the variables since the number of variables selected tends to be smaller
than in another type of algorithm (we choose only those that are directly related
to the target variable) [35].
Typically, causal feature selection algorithms that are used for causal discovery
use the Markov Blanket to recreate the network around a target variable, but which
can also be used for the selection of variables, since by Markov Blanket’s theorem,
the variables that influence a target variable are the parents, children and spouses.
Therefore these variables could also be those that will be more important for their
classification, for example.
One example is the HITON-PC presented in Section 5.1.1. The author proposed
this algorithm in [3] as a feature selection algorithm to be used in data sets where
there are a high number of variables but a low number of entries. However, although
it has been proposed for feature selection, this algorithm can also be used for causal
discovery.
Another possible application is in feature engineering. Using causal Bayesian
networks is possible to create, for example, features that represent the probability
of one variable causing another variable. Despite being an interesting topic and
with relevant applications, this has not yet been covered in detail. We have, for
example, the work from Nogueira et al. [67], who proposed a method that uses the
Markov blanket or parents and children of a target variable, obtained by applying
a modified version of PC, that used the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test as conditional independence test, to create new supposed causal features that represent the
relationship between the target and these variables.
9. Common discovery tools and frameworks. For the application of causal
discovery, several tools can help in its quick and easy implementation.
One of these tools is GeNie (Figure 6) [23], which currently belongs to BayesFusion9 . In this graphical tool, it is possible to create Bayesian networks manually.
However, the system must obey the Bayesian Networks rules (for example the nonexistence of loops). It is also possible to load existing data, treat it (fill in missing
data, discretise, among others). There is a great variety of algorithms that can be
implemented, among which the PC algorithm stand out. Besides, in this tool, it is
still possible to perform tests through cross-validation.
9 https://www.bayesfusion.com/
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Figure 6. GeNie [38]

Figure 7. Tetrad [21]
Another tool that is used today is the Tetrad10 (Figure 7) that was created by
Scheines et al. [84]. This tool is a graphical tool that aids in applying causal
algorithms (among other things). It can be used on data simulation, estimation,
prediction and searches in both causal and statistical models. This tool is, however,
limited only to discrete data. To create a model, it divides into three tasks:
1. The creation of the DAG using the relations of the variables;
2. Specification of the probability distributions and the parameters that are associated with the model;
3. Specification of the values of the parameters.
10 http://www.phil.cmu.edu/tetrad/index.html
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A different kind of tools are the ones that will be presented next. These tools are
not graphical, but packages available in R and that help in the application of causal
discovery and inference through the provision of implementations of algorithms such
as PC, among others.
One of these packages is bnlearn11 proposed by Scutari [85]. This package helps
in the Bayesian networks’ learning, by aiding in the parameters’ estimation and the
models’ creation. This package has several types of Bayesian algorithms available:
• Constraint-based algorithms, such as PC algorithm, Grow-Shrink, IAMB,
Fast-IAMB, Inter-IAMB, MMPC and SI-HITON-PC;
• Score-based algorithms, such as Hill Climbing and Tabu Search;
• Hybrid algorithms, such as Chow-Liu and ARACNE;
• Bayesian classifiers, such as Naive Bayes and TAN (Tree-Augmented Naive
Bayes).
Finally, we have the pcalg that is another package from R, proposed by Kalisch
et al. [44], and this package is specific for causal inference and discovery. This
package, besides aiding in the application of causal discovery and the creation of
the causal structures, also helps estimate causal effects in observational data. In
this package, several algorithms are available (some of them were presented in this
proposal, in Section 5):
• Algorithms to create the causal structure: PC, FCI, RFCI, GES and GIES;
• algorithms to find the causal effects: Intervention calculus when the DAG is
Absent (IDA) [60] and Generalised Backdoor Criterion (GBC) [59].
10. Evaluation metrics. To evaluate causal discovery algorithms, more specifically, graphical models, such as PC (Section 5.1.1), FCI (Section 5.1.2) or GES
(Section 5.2.1), there are a set of metrics that are used.
These metrics are [104]:
• Missing edges - refers to the number of edges that are missing from the
model and that are present in the original structure;
• Extra edges - refers to the number of edges that are in the model but not
in the original structure;
• Correct undirected edges - refers to the number of edges that are undirected and are present in both the model and the original structure;
• Correct directed edges - refers to the number of edges that are directed
and are present in both the model and the original structure;
• Incorrect directed edges - refers to the number of directed edges that are
different in the model and the original structure;
• Computational efficiency - refers to run time and the number of statistical
tests;
• Structural Hamming Distance (SHD) [97] - measures the difference by
counting the number of missing edges, extra edges and incorrectly directed
edges;
• Structural Intervention Distance (SID) [72] - measures for each pair of
variables A, B if the parents of A in the predicted model are a valid adjustment
set in the true graph for the causal effect of A in B. If this is false, one is added
to the distance. This adjustment is obtained by computing the marginalised
intervention distribution (p(B|do(A = â))).
11 http://www.bnlearn.com/
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Related with the previous metrics, we have the adjacency and arrowhead precision and recall (Eq. 9) [4, 75]. These metrics are an adaptation of the standard
precision and recall evaluations metrics to evaluating graphs [74].
correctly predicted adjacencies
predicted adjacencies
correctly predicted adjacencies
Adj Recall =
true adjacencies
(9)
correctly predicted arrowheads
Arrhd P recision =
predicted arrowheads
correctly predicted arrowheads
Arrhd Recall =
true arrowheads
The adjacency precision and recall measure the correctness of the model in terms
of undirected edges or adjacencies (i.e. A − B relationships), while the arrowhead
precision and recall measure the correctness of the model considering the direction
of the edges (i.e. A → B relationships) [77]:
• Adjacency precision - number of undirected edges predicted correctly
divided by the number of predicted undirected edges. Reports the proportion
of correctly identified undirected edges;
• Adjacency recall - number of undirected edges predicted correctly divided
by the number of true undirected edges. Reports the proportion of true undirected edges identified;
• Arrowhead precision - number of directed edges predicted correctly divided by the number of predicted directed edges. Reports the proportion of
correctly identified directed edges;
• Arrowhead recall - number of directed edges predicted correctly divided
by the number of true directed edges. Reports the proportion of true directed
edges identified.
It is important to note that, in order to apply these metrics, it is necessary to
have a true representation of the underlying causal relationships present in the data
(for example a graph) to be able to compare it with the generated model. When
the true graph is not available, one possible solution is to compare the model with
a baseline in terms of performance (accuracy, error, etc.).
Adj P recision =

11. Possible applications. As causality exists everywhere (we can see this daily),
this can be applied in almost all kinds of problems, be it medicine, climatology,
economics, etc..
Beyond this fact, and given that with the technological evolution, data is now
obtained in data streams and not in a static form, the application of these algorithms
to problems in which the data is obtained in stream form is becoming usual.
In the next sections, some examples of the application of causal discovery algorithms in the most varied areas, both static data and stream data will be presented.
11.1. Medicine. The application of causal discovery in the medical field has always
been made, even though it was not through the algorithms presented previously.
The diagnosis of each disease is no more than discovering the causal relationship
between the symptoms and the disease itself. The causal discovery applied through
algorithms has been debated over the years [78] given that its application can help
in the faster diagnosis of certain diseases.
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One possible example is the work of Sokolova et al. [88] where an alternative
approach is proposed to deal with mixed data (a mix of continuous and discrete
data) and missing values, which are very common in medical data. This is done
by transforming the continuous and discrete data into a normal distribution (many
of the implementations of the algorithms presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 can
only deal with continuous data) by using a Gaussian copula, consisting in (for each
variable Xi ):
1. The application of the rescaled empirical distribution (Eq. (10); in this equation I represents an indicator function; n the total number of observations
and j the current observation of Xi ) for each variable Xi ;
2. The application of the inverse of the cumulative function of the normal distribution (Eq. (11); Φ represents the cumulative distribution function and
F̂ (Xi ) the rescaled empirical distribution).
After having the data fit a normal distribution, the authors apply an ExpectationMaximization algorithm to find the correlation matrix to be used by the Bayesian
Constraint-based Causal Discovery (BCCD) algorithm [15].
n

F̂i (x) =

1 X
I(Xi,j < x)
n + 1 j+1

X̂i = Φ̂−1
t (F̂ (Xi ))

(10)
(11)

This entire procedure is applied to data from patients with attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder or ADHD.
Another example of the application of causal discovery into the medical field is
the work of Kamiński et al. [45], who applied this discovery to the area of neurobiology. The authors try to relate the Granger Causality with directed transfer
learning, more specifically, how it is possible to interpret directed transfer learning in the Granger causality framework. They accomplish this by comparing the
non-normalized DTF with the spectral Granger Causality (this method is related
to the autoregressive multivariate or MVAR coefficients, in bivariate cases). In
multivariate cases, the authors associated these two topics by applying the Fourier
transform of a bivariate model (among other mathematical formulas) to come up
with the Granger Causality equation.
Furthermore, another example is the work of Chen et al. [12], who applied
Multiple Cause Discovery combined with Structure Learning (McDSL) to find the
causal risk factors of patients that are in the Failure stage. Finally, they select
these variables to create a new data set, that is then used to train five classification
algorithms (K-nearest neighbour, Decision Tree, Backpropagation Neural Network,
Random Forest and an ensemble classifier, that is not specified).
11.2. Economics. Another area in which causality can be applied is in economy, as
explained by Pol [73]. Although causality has a very intrinsic relationship with the
economy (Clive Granger himself was an economist), this relationship is somewhat
problematic, since there are four factors that are difficult to transpose. These are:
• There is no objective definition of causality in economics (like it happens in
medicine);
• If there is a definition of causality it must be testable;
• The notion of causality should be able to capture the definition of control;
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• In the case where an event has multiple causes, the tests are challenging to
implement.
Despite this subjectivity underlying the difficulty in objectifying causality in the
economy, this fact did not detain several authors from applying it in their work.
One example is Giles et al. [28] which studied time-series data from the Canadian
underground economy and its relationship with the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
of the country, using the Granger causality.
11.2.1. Stock Market. The stock market is a case-study case within economics since
Clive Granger himself studied the stock market when he created Granger’s causality.
In this particular case, the interest is almost always in perceiving the relationship
between stock prices and other factors that may exist.
The works in this area are about the relation between stock price and exchange
rates or price-volume relation. Despite that, there are works in this area that
diverge from this, such as the work of Bollen et al. [8], who thought outside the
box and tried to relate public moods to the value of Dow Jones Industrial Average
(DJIA) at closing time. In their research, the authors applied Granger causality
and Self-organising Fuzzy Neural Networks to predict that.
Another work in this area belongs to Khorram et al. [47], where the authors
study the application of Bayesian Networks in stocks prices, more precisely how the
stocks relate to each other, using data that is known as being causal (this is another
way to obtain causal models). This study is done by analysing the Malaysian stock
securities (FBM100) data, and the networks are created using two frameworks:
Tetrad IV and Genie 2.0.
Finally, Irfan et al. [40] proposed a causal strategic inference framework for networked microfinance economies, specifically in microfinance data from Bangladesh
and Bolivia. In their framework, the authors suggest using two-sided networked
models, constituted by microfinance institutions and villages (a microfinance institution is comprised of a set of villages). The village’s objective is to acquire the
maximal amount of loans, while the microfinance institutions purpose is to set their
interest rates to obtain market-clearance.
11.3. Climatology. Another area where we find cases of application of causal discovery techniques is in climatology, which, contrary to what is said in common
sense, is predictable. Climate science is a science that studies climate and tries to
explain how changes can occur in order to help society plan their everyday activities, as well as help in choosing how buildings and structures are designed [95], or
in short, make the planet a safer and more comfortable place to live.
In this area, it is common to apply causality to try to understand, for example,
the influence of carbon dioxide pollution on the planet’s temperature. That is why
authors such as Kodra et al. [52] applied causality in their work. In their paper,
the authors discuss the application of the bivariate Granger test, also proposing
an adaptation of this test, so that it is better suited to the problem to be solved.
This proposed extension is based on a new method (reverse cumulative Granger
causality or RCUMGC test) which consists on the application of the Granger test
in conjunction with the F test between the variables globally averaged land surface
temperature and total radiative forcing with several lag values using additive latest
windows (i.e. used in the last X years, in this case, 30 years).
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Ebert-Uphoff and Deng [24] proposed another similar work. In their paper the
objective was to find “causal relationships between four prominent modes of atmospheric low-frequency variability in boreal winter including the Western Pacific Oscillation (WPO), Eastern Pacific Oscillation (EPO), Pacific–North America (PNA)
pattern, and North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)”, using Bayesian Networks. In their
case study, the authors use two distinct models: the first one called the static model,
in which the authors use the data without temporal distinction and the second one,
called the temporal model, in which the nodes of the model represent the daily
values. In their results, they concluded that the generated models agree with one
another, since, the relations that appear in the static model, also appear in the
temporal.
11.4. Causal discovery over Sequential Data. Besides the previously presented
areas, there are many other areas where causality can be applied, especially over
sequential data.
One possible example is the work developed by Liu et al. [102], in which the
authors apply causal discovery over sequential data from traffic. More specifically,
they try to find outliers in traffic data and how they relate causally to each other,
over time. This is done by creating an outlier tree using STOTree (algorithm also
proposed in [102]), that models the different outliers’ relationships. In the end,
several trees are created (thus creating a forest) and the causal relationships are
identified as the most common subtrees.
Another work that binds together causality and sequential data is the work of
Yamahara, and Shimakawa [103]. In their work, the authors propose a new method
to detect the states’ transitions in this type of data by representing the transition’s
causal relationship as rules. This is done by identifying signs that hint that one
past event can be the cause of a present event. This cause and signs are represented
in the system through rules.
12. Conclusion and open Issues. The definition of causality started in Ancient
Greece as a philosophical concept. More recently, this concept was redefined as
a statistical/ machine learning concept. One of the most known machine learning algorithms to learn causal relationships from data are the Bayesian Networks,
more specifically, the Causal Bayesian Networks. Within the Causal Bayesian Networks, there are the constraint-based and the scored-based algorithms. The most
commonly used causal Bayesian networks used are PC, FCI and GES (and their
respective variants).
Besides this, there are other algorithms that modify well-known machine learning
algorithms, by using, for example, independence tests, so that it is possible to infer
causal relationships from data. These are the cases of the Causal Decision Tree,
CR-PA and CR-CS, and Causal Neural Networks.
The applications of causal discovery in real-world problems are countless: from
the stock market to climatology, with an emphasis in medicine, where the usage of
causal discovery has several advantages.
Currently, there are several open issues in the domain of causal discovery in
machine learning that were not entirely solved:
• Although there are already several approaches that deal, some key issues were
not solved entirely yet. For example, from the examples presented in Section
7, the disjoint windows can omit relations depending on the window size, while
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the lags approach and the independent measurements fail whenever there is
dependence between units;
• As it is now, measurement errors can appear in data, and causal discovery
algorithms are particularly susceptible to measurement errors;
• Another open issue is selection bias, since causal discovery algorithms can be
used in decision making, and this selection bias can alter the statistical results
obtained;
• Yet another still open issue is how to deal with high-dimensional data. Since
independence test calculates the (in)dependence between all the variables in
a data set, the higher the number of variables, the more computationally
costly the algorithm becomes. Although several authors tried to deal with
this problem, the proposed solutions exchange the quality of the result by the
execution speed, either in terms of creating a local model or by exchanging
independence tests;
• Missing data is still an issue (some algorithms have been proposed, but they
are only usable with certain assumptions);
• Finally and despite the existence of several metrics to measure a causal algorithm’s performance, they all depend on the existence of a true representation,
which demonstrates which relationships exist in the data set. Therefore, it
is impossible to determine (at least through metrics) if a model is generated
from a data set in which its actual representation is not known found causal
relationships or only correlation.
In conclusion, the study of causality is not in itself a new subject. However, there
is still much to explore. This can be a challenge since determining the existence of
causality in the data passes not only by also the study and application of algorithms
but by the in-depth study of the problems and their background.
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